Committee on Administration of Criminal Justice

Will meet at: 9:00 am  Date: June 2, 2009

Location: Committee Room 6

Remarks:

SCR 4  RISER  CONGRESS Memorializes Congress and urges the United States Attorney General and the Federal Bureau of Prisons to refrain from sending detainees released or transferred from the Guantanamo Bay Detention Facility (GTMO), Cuba to prisons in Louisiana.

SB 31  ADLEY  CRIME/PUNISHMENT Provides with respect to the penalty for the unnecessary unjustified causing of physical pain, suffering or death of an animal. (8/15/09)

SB 56  DONAHUE  JUVENILE JUSTICE Provides relative to the Florida Parishes Juvenile Justice District. (8/15/09)

SB 61  HEITMEIER  HEALTH/HOSPITALS DEPT Allows the Department of Health and Hospitals, upon court order, to use restraints on certain children during transport. (gov sig)

SB 72  MURRAY  MUNICIPALITIES Prohibits firearms or other explosive devices on property belonging to the New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board. (gov sig)

SB 82  LAFLEUR  COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS Allows historical and cultural re-enactors to purchase and store fifty pounds or less of commercially manufactured black powder for sporting, recreational or cultural purposes in antique firearms. (8/15/09)

SB 105  DUPLESSIS  COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS Provides relative to mortgage fraud. (8/15/09)

SB 115  MARTINY  CRIME/PUNISHMENT Prohibits human-animal hybrids. (8/15/09)

SB 132  DORSEY  CRIME/PUNISHMENT Provides relative to the crime of first degree murder. (gov sig)

SB 135  HEITMEIER  CRIME/PUNISHMENT Provides relative to fraudulent portrayal of a law enforcement officer or firefighter. (gov sig)
SB 143  AMEDEE  LAW ENFORCEMENT  Provides for the employment of electronic applications for warrants and electronic signatures. (8/15/09)

SB 145  CROWE  CRIME/PUNISHMENT  Creates the crime of "unauthorized use of a wireless router system" for the purpose of downloading, uploading, or selling pornography involving juveniles. (8/15/09)

SB 166  DUPRE  DWI  Creates the crime of operating a vehicle while under suspension for certain prior offenses. (gov sig)

SB 188  ALARIO  GAMING  Expands the use of revenues produced from the gaming fee collected by Jefferson Parish from riverboat gaming. (gov sig)

SB 301  DUPRE  CRIME/PUNISHMENT  Creates the crime of false statements concerning participation in medical assistance programs. (8/15/09)
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